Circulating recombinant form 35_AD (CRF35_AD) has an important role in the epidemiological profile of Afghanistan and Iran. Despite the presence of this clade in Afghanistan and Iran for over a decade, our understanding of its origin and dissemination patterns is limited. In this study, we employed a Bayesian phylogeographic approach to reconstruct the spatio-temporal dispersion pattern of this clade in Afghanistan and Iran for the first time. We performed a secondary data analysis on eligible HIV-1 CRF35_AD (gag and pol) sequences available in the Los Alamos HIV database (432 sequences available from Iran, 16 sequences available from Afghanistan, and a single CRF35_AD-like pol sequence available from USA). Sequences were excluded prior to analysis if they showed evidence of incorrect subtype assignment, frameshift, or drug resistance mutations, and/or stop codon positions. Subtype assignment was confirmed by maximum likelihood phylogenetic analysis. In order to reconstruct the spatio-temporal history of CRF35_AD, we used discrete Bayesian phylogeographic model in BEAST v1.8.1. Between-country viral dispersion rates were tested with Bayesian Stochastic Search Variable Selection method as implemented in SPREAD v1.0.7, and were considered as significant when Bayes factor values were \>3. We checked the robustness of the key parameter estimates through a sensitivity analysis, using different priors and data subsets. The findings suggested that CRF35_AD sequences were genetically similar to parental sequences from Kenya and Uganda, and to a set of subtype A1 sequences available from Afghan refugees living in Pakistan. Our results also showed that across all phylogenies, Afghan and Iranian CRF35_AD sequences formed a monophyletic cluster (posterior clade credibility\> 0.9). The divergence date of this cluster was estimated to be between 1990 and 1992. Within this cluster, a bidirectional dispersal of the virus was observed across Afghanistan and Iran. We could not clearly identify if Afghanistan or Iran first established or received this epidemic, as the root location of this cluster could not be robustly estimated. Three CRF35_AD sequences from Afghan refugees living in Pakistan nested among Afghan and Iranian CRF35_AD branches. However, the CRF35_AD-like sequence available from USA diverged independently from Kenyan subtype A1 sequences, suggesting that it may not be a true CRF35_AD lineage. The CRF35_AD viruses from Afghanistan, Iran, and Afghan refugees living in Pakistan seem to constitute a single epidemic, with multiple genetic exchanges among these populations. The date of onset for this epidemic (1990--1992) coincides with the rise of heroin production in Afghanistan (1970s). This highlights the potential role of drug trafficking in epidemic ignition in this region. Mass migration of Afghan refugees and illegal workers to Iran may be other possible contributors to among-country virus transmission.
